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In theDiscussionof theabovearticle,weneglected tociteChaffer et al. (2011),who recently identifiedplasticity in cancercell populations
inwhich non-stemcancer cells cangive rise to cancer stem-like cells. Their findings, togetherwithour analysesof breast cancer cell lines
and their ability to regenerate equilibrium populations of stem and non-stem cells, establish the ability of non-stem cells to convert into
stem cells in tumorigenesis. The reference appears below and is included with a corrected version of the article now available online.
Chaffer,C.L., Brueckmann, I., Scheel, C., Kaestli, A.J.,Wiggins, P.A., Rodrigues, L.O., Brooks,M.,Reinhardt, F., Su,Y., Polyak,K., et al.
(2011). Normal and neoplastic nonstem cells can spontaneously convert to a stem-like state. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 108, 7950–7955.SnapShot: Caspases
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DOI 10.1016/j.cell.2011.11.007(Cell 147, 476; October 14, 2011)In the above SnapShot, the number at the C terminus of Caspase-5, referring to the length of the full coding sequence of the protein,
was inadvertently presented as ‘‘418’’ amino acids. That number should have been ‘‘434.’’ A corrected version of the SnapShot is
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DOI 10.1016/j.cell.2011.11.006(Cell 147, 678–689; October 28, 2011)During figure rearrangement in the review process for the above article, panels from Figures 5C and 6E (representative images not
used for data quantification) were erroneously selected from a draft figure with differently masked images that included duplicate
images as spacers, resulting in panel duplication. The corrected figures are now available with the article online.Cell 147, 1197, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1197
